H E L LO@ AND R E W M A RT. IN

Pursuing opportunities to develop beautiful, engaging interactive web
applications using clean, beautiful code and the latest technologies.
SUMMARY Self-taught web development professional, experienced in engineering web applications and websites.

Leader of several teams of designers and developers; contributor to teams and companies of all sizes.
Front-end expert, and back-end adept with a strong knowledge of building, deploying, and maintaining
eloquent web-based systems through code reviews, tests, and thorough architecting.
Skills & Languages: JavaScript, HTML, CSS, Ruby, TDD, TypeScript, Flow, Agile/Scrum, Git, Bash, SQL, GraphQL
Platforms & Frameworks: React.js/Redux, Node.js, Ruby on Rails, PHP, Laravel, Amazon S3, Linux

EXPERTISE Fluent in JavaScript, proficient in Ruby; experienced in frameworks React.js / Redux, Vue.js, Angular.js,
Ember.js. Happiest when architecting solutions to complex problems with brevity and efficiency. Most
comfortable when using best practices, test driven development, and pair programming on a team.

EXPERIENCE FRONT END WEB DEVELOPER - LYFT

Experience on both the Developer Platform and Frontend Platform teams, contributing to the React.js,
Node.js, and general JavaScript/CSS, including a site-wide rebrand and component library development
cycle. Worked with a team of excellent engineers, involved daily in code reviews, sprints, and deployment of
production-ready code. Facilitated planning and TDD development of several production components.

2017
to PRESENT

FRONT END WEB DEVELOPER - VARIOUS AGENCIES / START-UPS

2011
to PRESENT

INTERACTIVE DEVELOPER AND FOUNDER - BELIEVE LABS

2008
to 2011

Collaborated with several teams as a front-end web development consultant, often managing a team to
accomplish the release of pixel perfect websites and web applications. Substantial development work in
React.js, Node.js; facilitated deployment strategies; Agile/Scrum development; project management,
planning, architecting. A sampling of the companies and agencies involved includes:
LEGO, HYFN, DOLLAR SHAVE CLUB, AARP, LIVE NATION LABS, DIRECTV, CATALOGS.COM,
BAD ASSEMBLY, WARNER BROS RECORDS, CONDE NAST.
Custom website development and consulting for over 125 Clients since 2011. Emphasis on brand
development, web/identity, UI strategy, project management, and new business. Sole owner, bookkeeper,
founder, strategiest, and Client liason. Supports and managed a team of developers and designers.

LEAD INTERACTIVE DEVELOPER - COHN MARKETING

Sole interactive developer, responsible for tethered Web, mobile, social development projects, and maintain
hosting environments. Worked on a wide breadth of projects ranging from full website development builds,
mobile websites, online marketing campaigns.

SALES ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE - INDIECLICK

2004
to 2008

Serviced online advertising for a wide range of clients and companies. Constructed marketing
packages and plans for music and apparel campaign.

EDUCATION UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO AT BOULDER

B.S.
2008

LEEDS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Science, Business; dual emphasis in Finance and Management.

REFERENCES

He successfully contributed to updates to both styling and UX/ SETH FIELDS
UI patterns as part of a shared component library, frequently LYFT
working with a high level of autonomy.
I’d strongly recommend Andrew if you’re looking for a top
notch web developer. If the opportunity arose I’d hire him
again.

KAMYAR
MOHAGER

He jumped in enthusiastically, and was quickly producing
high-quality work that I could present to others as an example
to follow for future code.

DYLAN PYLE

Additional references available upon request, or at www.andrewmart.in
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